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Object-based audio

• Send audio objects + metadata

• Advantages:
• Optimal reproduction for any loudspeaker layout

• Personalisation and accessibility

• Combination of objects and loudspeaker feeds



What do we need?

• Audio objects + metadata
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Two experiments

• Expt. 1: Can blind source separation be used to improve speech clarity?
• [Coleman et al. 2018, Perceptual evaluation of blind source separation in object-based audio production, 14th 

International Conference on Latent Variable Analysis and Signal Separation, Guildford, UK]

• Expt. 2: Can beamforming be used to facilitate mix improvement?
• [Coleman et al. 2018, An Audio Visual System for Object-Based Audio: From Recording to Listening, IEEE Transactions 

on Multimedia, DOI: 10.1109/TMM.2018.2794780]
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Can BSS be used to improve speech clarity?
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• Two talkers, one quieter (~5 
dB)

• Stereo microphones

• Quieter talker estimated 
using Mandel’s method and 
mixed back in



Can BSS be used to improve speech clarity?
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Can BSS be used to improve speech clarity?
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Fig. 1. Box plots of perceptual thresholds of audibility and acceptability, for remix-
ing Talker 2 (estimated by Mandel’s method). Notches show 95% confidence intervals
around the median [14].

predicts speech quality. The mono sum of the stereo reference, mixed with the
extracted speech object at relative levels in the range ±20 dB, was presented
to the models. Prior to processing, all signals were downsampled to 16 kHz and
each test mixture was loudness-matched to the reference lapel microphone signal
using a Matlab implementation of [9]. Objective scores were calculated as the
average of scores obtained individually for each sentence in the recording (four
clips with average duration 3.2 s for Talker 2 as target; five clips with average
duration 2.7 s for Talker 1 as target). Relative STOI and PESQ scores (target
talker score � interfering talker score) were calculated for Mandel (corresponding
to the subjective experiment described above), Alinaghi, and Liu.

The STOI scores are plotted in Fig. 2 for Talker 1 (left) and Talker 2 (right).
The �0.1 relative STOI score for the target talker in the original stereo record-
ing (relative SIR �4.6 dB) confirms that the interfering talker is more intelligible
than the target talker before mixing the extracted object into the scene. By in-
creasing the object’s level in the mixture, the relative STOI scores increase. At
the mean mixing level determined in the subjective tests using Mandel’s method,
the relative scores are both positive, implying that introducing the separated
speech into the mix has resulted in an enhancement in speech intelligibility.
Moreover, Mandel’s method, as tested subjectively, performed worst among the
three methods tested. For both talkers, Alinaghi was predicted to give the great-
est improvement in speech intelligibility; Liu was ranked second while improving
upon Mandel.
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Can beamforming be used to improve a mix?
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Can beamforming be used to improve a mix?
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• 48-channel microphone array at 4 m

• Piano extracted using 9th order hypercardioid
beamformer

• Preference test: beamformer mixed into the 5-
channel mix at different levels



Can beamforming be used to improve a mix?
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Can beamforming be used to improve a mix?
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phone array was steered towards the piano to extract an object
signal. The beamformer applied was a frequency-independent
9th order hypercardioid, created by least-squares matching
of the beampatterns while constraining the white noise gain
not to move below 10 dB. The extracted object signal was
bandlimited using two parametric equalization sections with
gains of �23.7/�17.0 dB, center frequencies 231/6695 Hz,
and Q factors 3.8/0.5, giving upper and lower �6 dB points at
325 Hz and 5 kHz, respectively, approximately corresponding
to the effective frequency range of the beamformer.

A perceptual test was conducted to evaluate the effect of
the extracted object in the context of the overall scene. The
channels from the reference 5-channel mix were played as
point source objects located at the loudspeaker positions, and
the piano object was mixed into the scene with six different
levels (�4, �2, 0, 2, 4, and 6 dB relative to the reference) and
two positions (10 degrees—corresponding to the approximate
position of the piano in the reference scene—and 25 degrees).
Stimuli were loudness-matched using the meter described
in Sec. IV-B [49]. The thirteen stimuli (six levels ⇥ two
positions, plus a hidden reference, which was identical to
the explicit reference) were presented to the listeners on a
multiple stimulus interface, and listeners were asked to rate
their preference for the test stimuli compared to the explicit
reference (where the mid-point of the scale was no preference).
Twelve experienced listeners—of whom four had extensive
experience creating 3D audio mixes—completed the tests. To
compensate for different use of the scale by participants, the
scores were normalized by dividing all scores by the standard
deviation of the scores [78]. The results from two participants
were discarded (one participant was shown to be inconsistent;
the other misidentified the hidden reference).

An ANOVA was performed, showing a significant effect of
beamformer object level on preference (F = 29.1, p < 0.01).
The results are shown in Fig. 11, which shows that an increase
in preference was given when the beamformer object level
was �2 dB (at 25 degrees) or �4 dB (at both angles). In these
cases, the object helped to make the piano less distant in the
mix without affecting the overall quality. On the other hand,
as the mix ratio increased, artifacts due to the beamforming
(namely band limiting and the effect of the interfering sources
altering the spatial image) were more exposed. There was a
small, non-significant increase in preference for the piano ob-
ject rendered at 25 degrees compared to 10 degrees. Comments
recorded from participants suggested that this had the effect
of widening the perceived piano image. In summary, subtle
addition of the separated object was shown to be preferred
by the listeners to just the channel-based mix, even where no
close microphone signals were available.

D. System capabilities, limitations and future opportunities

State-of-the-art object-based audio workflows require clean
audio, manually authored metadata, and listeners positioned
in the sweet spot. Our proposed system overcomes these
limitations by the inclusion of audio-visual interfaces for
metadata capture and listener-tracked rendering, and novel
applications of BSS and beamforming signal processing for
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Fig. 11. Listener preference as a function of level and object position, for a
jazz group recording including a piano object extracted by beamforming.

use in clean audio acquisition. Furthermore, the integration of
state-of-the-art components means that our system is able, for
example, to deliver an accurate perception of moving talkers
for a listener outside of the sweet spot.

We demonstrated in Secs. VII-C and VII-C that the pro-
posed objectification components can be used to capture object
audio and metadata, even where no close microphone signals
are available. The producer thus has greater control over
the scene than for recordings made with traditional channel-
based techniques. Our subjective evaluations showed that this
approach to capture and editing improved the resulting lis-
tener experience. An ongoing challenge for object-based audio
segmentation is to estimate clean, high quality, objects. Infor-
mally, we observed amplitude panning effects when attempting
to re-spatialize extracted objects with imperfect separation.
This effectively imposes an upper limit on the spatial remixing
achievable for objects captured in this way. In addition, there
is a need for production tools which incoporate objectification.

The object-based representation underpins the whole end-
to-end system. Of the object types currently in our model
(Sec. V), point source and plane wave objects are the most
commonly used. Our objectificaton techniques and production
tools do not yet support the other, more experimental, object
types. Nevertheless, these object types, combined with new
descriptive or semantic fields, may support the producer to
encode their artistic intent into the scene. Future object-based
workflows should support multiple object types across the
whole end-to-end pipeline.

The renderer is of vital importance for object-based scenes.
Although the VBAP rendering is said to be format-agnostic, in
practice performance depends on the available loudspeakers.
For instance, the estimated RMSE in localization performance
for an ideal 5 channel system rendering the 20 s scene from
Sec.VII-B was 19.6�, averaged over both objects. The main
cause of this degradation is that the scene contains objects
in positions where the loudspeakers are not sufficiently close
together for amplitude panning to be effective (i.e., behind the
listener). Future object renderers may be able to account for
such limitations, as well as to be able to convincingly render
objects with extent, diffuseness, and varying distance, that
have been captured by the other future system components.

Finally, the transition from channel-based to object-based
representations of audio raises a number of interesting ques-
tions about how listeners experience the content. In particu-



Summary

• In two experiments, objectification was shown to be beneficial for remixing 
audio
• Clearer speech

• More preferable mix

• However, with current state of the art, there are significant limitations

• Listening test design was considered with application in mind, rather than just 
standard quality ratings
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Future applications

• Immersive audio at home using an orchestrated array of personal devices
• [Francombe et al. 2017, Media device orchestration for immersive spatial audio reproduction,  Audio Mostly 

2017, London, UK, DOI: 0.1145/3123514.3123563]
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